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Abstract: The motivation of this study was a hypothesis of permafrost researchers, that the occurrence of perma
frost is more likely in areas that are usually covered by avalanche deposits and therefore have a retardation of a
snow fi:ee state. In the past, this phenomenon was modeled by simple average slope and curvature rules that proved
to be not precise enough. First, the avalanche database of the region of Davos covering the events of 43 years was
analyzed with respect to the avalanche frequency using a Geographic Information System. The release areas of ava
lanches with a return period of less than two years were identified and characterized using topographic characteris
tics, i.e. slope, distance to the next ridge, size, curvature and aspect. Then, a two-dimensional numerical avalanche
model was calibrated to run out distances of the high-frequency avalanches in the database. As input the determined
release areas were used with an initial fracture depth corresponding to the maximum snow cover increase within
three days with a yearly return probability. The calibrated values for the friction revealed to have a remarkably
higher friction than the ones for extreme avalanches with return periods of 300 years. Based on the parameters
found, a procedure was developed to automatically determine the release areas of frequent avalanches and to calcu
late their run out distances over large regions. The method was then transferred and applied to a permafrost region in
the Swiss Alps. The modeled deposition areas were compared to both the permafrost measurements at these places
as well as to the currently existing permafrost model PERMAKART.
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Introduction

The occurrence ofpermafrost depends on many
factors. One of these factors is avalanche deposits.
Haeberli (1975) stated that avalanches that occur regu
larly can increase the probability ofpermafrost, since
the deposits often last until late spring and during this
time period, the soil below the avalanche remains
cooler than in deposit free areas. One of the existing
models that is used to map permafrost areas in Switzer
land, PERMAKART (Keller (1992), Keller and Hoel
zle (1994)), incorporate the effect of avalanche depos
its, but only on a very rough scale using simple average
slope and curvature rules. The aim ofthis study is to
improve the delineation of areas that are regularly cov
ered by avalanche deposits. The basic idea of this ap
proach is to develop a method to identify avalanche
release areas that occur frequently and then to model
the run out distance of these avalanches using a two
dimensional numerical simulation model (Gruber and
others, 1998).
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The results ofthe approach will be evaluated using
permafrost measurements in the field and the model
results of the existing permafrost models. In this paper
we summarize the most important results without de
scribing the details ofthe analysis. The details will be
described in a more technical subsequent paper.

Terrain analysis of frequent avalanche release
areas

In order to derive the characteristics offrequent
avalanche release areas it is necessary to use datasets
with long and complete avalanche records. For this
study four different datasets were used. The most ex
tensive data is available in the region ofDavos. This
dataset contains more than 4000 avalanche events re
corded over a time period of43 years (SLF-winter re
ports, 1949 - 1992). This database has been comple
mented by three other datasets with recordings of
frequent avalanches. Two ofthem were recordings
along pass roads, where avalanches that crossed the
roads were counted (Fliielapass and Lukmanierpass).
The last dataset is of the community ofZuoz (Stoffel
and others, 1998). To determine the areas that are fre
quently covered by avalanches, the outlines ofevery
event were overlaid and the number of overlays at
every position was calculated. Fig. 1 shows the result of
this addition for the Dorfberg area in Davos.

In the next step the release areas that lay above the
identified tracks offrequent avalanches were delineated
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manually, The analysis of these release areas reveals
that there exist three principal types of frequent ava
lanche release areas:

Fig. 1: Avalanchefrequency and contributing ava
lanche release areas (black circles) in the Sal=er Tobel
and the Seelver Berg, Davos. Digital Map: © Swiss
Federal Office ojTopography.

The open slope area ofthe Seewer Berg and the gully
ofthe Salezer Tobel, shown in Fig. 1, are a good exam
ple for type 2 and type 3 frequent avalanches. The ter
rain in the neighbourhood of the circles shown in Fig. 1
have slope angles above 35°. Beneath every circle, the
frequency ofthe avalanche is increasing, but not strong
enough, that this area can be considered as the unique
factor for frequent avalanche releases. In the area of
Seewer Berg there are two steeper cliffs visible. The
two top release areas triggered about 6-10 avalanches,
while the lower ones again triggered the same number
so that in summary, about 10 - 20 avalanches covered
the area below the lower release areas. In the case of
the Salzer Tobel (i.e. gully), even more release areas
are contributing.

Parameter Slope Range Min Max

IfI 35° 49° (55°)

IfImax(area) 41° 55°

c 35° - 40° -1.3 0.3
c 40° - 56° -1.3 0.4

Cmin(area) -1.3 0.0

The terrain characteristics ofthe release areas
were derived using the 25m resolution DIM ofthe
Swiss Office ofTopography (Swisstopo, 2002). The
parameters used to determine release areas are the slope
angle of every part ofthe release area lfIand the maxi
mal slope angle that must be present within a release
area IfImax(area}' The upper boundary of lfIis defined to be
49° for large continuous areas. Isolated locations with
slope angles between 49° and 55° are also considered
to be part of a potential release area. In addition, the
curvature along the contour lines (plan curvature, see
ArcDoc (2001)) is computed in order to distinguish
convex (>0.2), flat (0.2 - -0.2) and concave «-0.2)
areas. A spatial resolution of 50m was chosen to derive
the plan curvature in order to only capture the large
scale curvature ofrelease areas. The values used for the
characterisation are the curvature of every part of the
release area c and the minimum curvature value that
must be present within a release area Cmin(area)'

Table 1 summarizes the results ofthe statistical
analysis of the basic terrain characteristics.

Table 1 : Basic terrain characteristics ojrelease areas
oj frequent avalanches. In addition to these basic
values, the location ojthe area with respect to ridges or
other areas is mandatory in order to detemline whether
it is a release area causingfrequent avalanches.

The basic values in Table 1 are valid for every ter
rain configuration, i.e. ridges, open slopes or gullies. In
addition to these values, the following conditions have
to be fulfilled in order that an area is considered a re
lease zone offrequent avalanches. Ifthe distance to the
next ridge dris less than 80m the avalanche release area
is considered to be of type 1. Ifthe area is on the lee
side ofthe ridge, it is classified as a release area offre
quent avalanches. In the area ofDavos, westerly winds
are prevailing and therefore aspects between SW and
NW are generally windward slopes. Ifdr is more than
80m and the terrain is not confined (type 2), the amount
of steep areas measured along the fall line ofthe slope
becomes a criterion. Release areas are only considered
to be frequent, if the projected length ofslope angles
above 40° exceeds 100m. Slope angles between 35°
and 40° can also contribute to this length but are
weighted with the factor 0.5. The slope angles do not
need to be continuously above 35° but should never be
lower than 25°, since this slope angle is considered to
be the lower boundary for the length accumulation.
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Steep slopes directly below main ridges in leeward
aspects. In these locations, even small avalanche
release areas are sufficient to trigger avalanches
frequently.
Steep open slopes that lay not directly on the lee
side ofmain ridges need to have a minimum length
in order to have the potential to trigger avalanches
frequently.
Confined slopes and gullies, where more than one
steep area contribute to the high avalanche fre
quency.
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avalanche frequency ofthe east ridge of the Schiahom
is shown. The slope angles between 35° and 49° and
the automatically detennined release areas offrequent
avalanches are superimposed in order to demonstrate
the proportionality between the lengths ofrelease areas
and steep slopes. In comparison to the type 2 and 3
avalanche situations shown in Fig. 1, here the release
areas are near to a main ridge and therefore capable of
triggering avalanches frequently on a relatively small
area. Note that the avalanche frequency only exceeds 5
avalanches during 43 years on the north easterly part of
the ridge. The reason is that on the southerly side
where the automatic release area classification proce
dure detemrines large frequent release areas - defence
structures exist that prevent avalanche initiation. Also
on the westerly exposed slope, the number ofrecorded
avalanches is less than 5 although a large area with
steep slopes exist. This slope is not considered as fre
quent due to the windward side condition for type 1
frequent avalanche release areas.

Fig. 3: Avalanchejrequency and reszdt ojthe automatic
release area classificationjorfrequent avalanche re
leases. Digital map: © Swiss Federal Office ojTopog
raphy.
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length oj steep slopes in order to be considered as
release areas ojfrequent avalanches (type 2).
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The third type ofrelease area slopes, that enter into
gullies are calculated in a similar way. In order to ex
pect frequent avalanches in a gully, the projected length
ofthe slopes above 40° that flow into the gully has to
be higher than 100m. Contributing areas with slope
angles between 35° and 40° are again considered with a
weight factor of 0.5.

Automatic release area classification as input into
the numerical model

Fig. 2 illustrates the procedure for detemrining the
length ofthe contributing slope angles.

The parameters above described allow the auto
matical detemrination ofrelease areas using GIS
technology. However, since frequent avalanches usu
ally were niggered only on a part of the whole contrib
uting area, it would not be an adequate solution to con
sider the whole area as an input release zone for the
numerical modelling offrequent avalanche run out
distances. Since the release length of small avalanches
is not known exactly, it was necessary to assume an
initial length. Based on the assumption that the release
length should be approximately proportional to the
length of the steep part of an avalanche track, the upper
halfpart ofthe area with slope angles between 35° and
49° was chosen as release length criterion. In Fig. 3 the

In analogy to the procedure to derive the fracture
depth for avalanche hazard mapping purposes (Sa1m
and others, 1990), the initial fl:acture depths for fre
quent avalanches were derived from long term snow
measurement stations using a Gumbel extreme value
statistic to detemrine the yearly maximum snow cover
increase during a 3 day time period LJhs3day• This value
has to be corrected with respect to the altitude ofthe
release area as well as the average release slope angle,
since the fracture depth has to be specified perpendicu
lar to the slope.
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-Modeling run out distances of frequent avalanches

After the detemrination ofthe release area and the
fracture depth offrequent avalanches as model input,
the two parameters of turbulent ~ and the dry friction II
fthe two-dimensional Voellmy-Salm-Modell (Gruber
~d others (1998), Bartelt and others (1999)) were cali
brated in order to simulate the runout distances ofthe
frequent avalanches. The calibration process reveals
that a parameter combination of II = 0.4 and ~ = 600
m/l is well suited in most cases to approximate the run
out distances of frequent avalanches. The final deposi
tion ofthe simulation corresponds fairly well to the
extent of avalanches with a return period of less than 8
years. Within the same simulation, the ~v~lanchepres
sure iso-line onoo Pa can be used as limit ofthe run
out distance of avalanches with return periods of less
than 4 years.

50 50 100 150 Meiers
,.........,

Frequent avalanche simulation results

a Automatically determined avalanche release areas

mJ ;~~a~:~~~t~fn~~~:X~~~~~;~~i~e~rs

o ~~~~:~:~t~fn~~:X~~;~~;~~~~

Fig. 4: Results ofthefrequent avalanche simulation in
comparison to the observed avalanchefrequency in the
D01ftiili area, Davos. Digital map: © Swiss Federal
Office ofTopography.

In Fig. 4, an example ofthe results ofthe frequent ava
lanche simulation is shown in comparison to the ava
lanche frequency. The release area lengths increase
from north to south due to the fact that the length of
slope angles above 350 also increases. With the excep
tion of the area at the south-easterly end, the simulated
extent ofavalanches with return periods ofless than 8
years is in good agreement with the corresponding ava-
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lanche frequency class (5-10). The 300 Pa pressure
line, corresponding approximately to the extent ofava
lanches with return periods ofless than 4 years is sur
passed by the class with more than 15 avalanches dur
ing the observation period (i.e. less than 3 year return
period) at two locations. At the south-easterly location,
indicated by the two black arrows, the slope of the ava
lanche track has a convex shape. It is a well-known
deficiency ofthe model that under these conditions, the
two-dimensional simulation model tends to spread out
into all directions equally (Gruber and others, 1999). As
a consequence ofthis model behaviour, one part of the
avalanche is deviated too strongly into the eastem di
rection, instead offlowing straight forward as the real
avalanches did. In the other case, marked by the red
arrows, the error is more likely linked to the relatively
small length ofthe release area. In this particular case
the criteria of curvature (c < 0.4) that led to the exclu
sion ofthe part that lies above the designated release
area should not have been applied.

In comparison to the friction values that have to be
applied for the back calculation oflarger avalanches
with return periods of 30 to 300 years, the parameter
combination of II = 0.4 and ~ = 600 m/s2 is introducing
remarkably higher friction into the model, indicating,
that frequent avalanches have not only smaller release
areas and fracture depths but also conditions of in
creased friction, e.g. a higher moisture content ofthe
snow pack.

Application of the model as a contribution to per
mafrost mapping

The method was transferred to the area ofZermatt,
in south-westem Switzerland, in order to evaluate its
applicability for the determination of frequent ava
lanche deposits that may contribute to the existence of
permafrost. In the area ofZermatt, measurements of the
bottom temperature ofthe snow cover (BTS) were
available (Gruber, 2000). The BTS measurements are
used to detemrine, whether permafrost is likely, possi
ble or impossible at the position ofthe measurement. In
Fig. 5 the results of the frequent avalanche simulation is
shovvn together with the BTS measurements that are
available on this site and the modeling results ofthe
permafrost model PERMAKART (Keller and Hoelzle,
1994). Only the northerly exposed avalanche tracks
were modeled, since the other areas are exposed to the
south, where permafrost is not likely below an altitude
of3000 m..a.s.l. (Haeberli, 1975). The method ofthe
determination offrequent avalanches reveals that two
major areas are affected by frequent avalanches. In
between of them, the slope does not exceeding 41 0 and
is therefore not considered as frequent avalanche re
lease area. Although the BTS measurements do not
cover the extent as the modeled avalanches exactly,
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they indicate clearly, that in the area ofthe avalanche
release zones and within the calculated perimeter of
avalanches with less than 3-4 years, pennafrost is
likely.

Frequent avafanche simulation resutts

a Automaically determined release areas
-;:::,:".-., Extent of avalanches WIth return p€ll1ods ct lessltlan 3-4 years (Frequenl avalanches)
b Ex:lenl ot avalanches ....ill1 retUrn periods ci less !han 8 yews. N

PERMAKART model BTS measurements *
mil permafrost Hkely 0 parmafrost ~ke~ W E
Emil permafrost possible A ~mafrost possible

o permafrost lnp)sSlble 0 permafrost imp::lssible S

Fig. 5: Results ofthefrequent avalanche silmdation
reszdts in comparison to BTS-measurements and the
PERMAKARTmodeling results in the area ofGomer
grat, Zermatt, Swit=erland. Digital map: © Swiss Fed
eral Office ofTopography.

The row ofBTS measurements just east ofthe
black circle fit very well with the modeled avalanche
deposits with a return period of approximately 4 to 8
years. Whether the frequent avalanche model illlderes
timates the frequency ofthe avalanches in this area, or
avalanche deposits with a frequency of 4-8 years also
have some influence on permafrost in this altitudes or,
ifother, non-avalanche related factors are responsible
for the existence ofpermafrost needs further field in
vestigation. The near area marked by the black circle
has similar terrain characteristics but lies beyond a
smoother slope and is therefore modeled to be unaf
fected by frequent avalanche events. The fact that in
this area about half ofthe BTS measurements revealed
"pennafrost impossible" indicates at least, that ava
lanches might have an influence on the area east of the
circle. However, looking at the area marked by a black
rectangle, it is obvious that factors other than avalanche
deposits are responsible for the existence ofpermafrost
in this area, since frequent avalanche are not this far
reaching.

The comparison with the PERMAKART model
shows very clearly the differences with respect to the
spatial resolution. PERMAKART uses a spatial resolu
tion of 100 m whereas the numerical simulation model
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uses a spatial resolution of 5 ill. The large spatial reso
lution ofPERMAKART leads to a decrease in accu
racy when it comes to questions like whether or not
avalanche deposits influence the existence ofperma
frost. In the example shown in Fig. 5 many BTS
measurements indicating "permafrost impossible" are
within the PERMAKART-results "likely" or "possi
ble". In these areas, the very rough PERMAKART
model needs to be improved by more detailed ap
proaches such as the proposed method to model fre
quent avalanche deposits.

Conclusions

The modeling of frequent avalanches consists of
the determination ofrelease areas offrequent avalanche
events and the numerical modeling ofthe run out dis
tance of these avalanches for specific avalanche return
periods.

The automatic release area classification procedure
proved to be capable of locating most ofthe areas that
triggered frequent avalanches. The determination ofthe
length ofthe avalanche release area, which is an impor
tant parameter for the run out distance calculation needs
further improvement, since the slope angles between
35° and 49° degrees are not always responsible for the
length of the initial fracture. However, not considering
specific problems of single avalanche tracks, the release
lengths are detennined with a sufficient accuracy for
the purpose ofthis first approach.

The two-dimensional numerical model is able to
model the extents offrequent avalanche events with
return periods of less than 4 and less than 8 years in
concave and open sloped terrain with good accuracy.
On slopes with a convex shape, the run out distances
were illlderestimated because the avalanches were too
laterally spread.

The method allows the efficient mapping of ex
tents of avalanche deposits offrequent avalanches even
over large areas, since all the steps are perfonned
automatically using GIS-technology. However, the
method provides no reliable information about the ex
act deposition depth offrequent avalanches, since the
model is not able to model the snow entrainment along
the track correctly. It is therefore not possible to deter
mine precisely, how long the deposition will remain at
the end of spring in comparison to the areas that are not
covered by avalanches. Here, research results about the
entrainment of snow into numerical modeling may
bring some improvements in future (Sovilla and others,
1999).

The model is not yet validated through field inves
tigations in any areas where avalanches influence the
existence ofpeffilafrost, but only by comparisons to the
existing avalanche data sets of the Davos, Fliielapass,
Zuoz and Lukmanier areas. Systematic field investiga-



tions are now mandatory in order to verifY, the findings
fthe model and the influence ofavalanche deposits on
~e existence ofpermafrost in general.

In addition to the use ofthe model for the purpose
ofpermafrost detection, the proposed method can be
used to localize positions offrequent avalanche hazards
for any other purpose, e.g. to determine the most fre
quent avalanche hazards along roads crossing ava
lanche terrain. In December 2001, the Gotthard Tunnel,
one ofthe most important highways crossing the Swiss
Alps, was closed due to a fire for more than one m0Il;th.
In this situation, the old pass road was kept open durmg
this early winter period. The modeling of the frequent
avalanche run out distances would have permitted lo
cating the most dangerous places along the pass road.
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